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Finally, A Stairway to Heaven
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From the Editor….
Welcome to the August edition of the newsletter. Apologies it is coming to you in September!
It’s pleasing to report that there is much good news regarding the signal box, despite the
ongoing Covid situation. The opportunity has been taken with the easing of restrictions to
continue with open days and events, and to engage with site works and development, not least
the replacement of the signal box staircase.
It’s brilliant news for Romsey and district that the Romsey Festival could again take place this
year, with the signal box included in the itinerary. Together with the resumption of regular open
days, and the recent group visit by the U3A, this has all resulted in excellent visitor numbers, as
Dick reports below. A big thanks to Dick for doing so much of the preparation and organising for
these events, Dave too with the café, Byron with the demonstrations, and indeed all the
volunteers whose efforts combine to offer our visitors an enjoyable experience.
In Jamie’s report, he tells us about some recent acquisitions of signalling equipment we’ve been
fortunate to acquire. Your editor is especially pleased that we now have an authentic mechanical
FPL (facing point lock) to connect to FPL lever number 9, working with our (real) points number 8
– he was hoping ten years ago that we could get one, when we were installing additional signals
and the angle cranks platform in front of the signal box….!
Whatever did we do in the days before we had a café? Well, you could walk from the signal box
to the petrol/diesel garage and get a pork pie! (Not to mention the days of having to use the loo
in the garage….) But home-made cakes? – and several varieties of them? That was before the
Buffer Stop Café was born and, as Dave reports, the café goes from strength to strength, despite
challenges such as all the additional cleaning that’s had to be done since Covid.
Getting into the signal box means going up the staircase, so it’s a relief that the old stairs, which
were becoming unsafe and were beyond repair, have now been replaced by a new staircase. This
has been designed by James Laffeaty to satisfy the requirements of authenticity, safety and
durability. Adrian tells us the story and shows how the new stairs were installed.
Finally, we have lost the services – for the time being, at least – of David and Marion Canning,
long-term active members and a regular ‘fixture’ at Romsey Signal Box for many years. Dick pays
tribute to their enthusiasm for the box – and Cowley Bridge too – and their long history of
volunteering. They have been greatly missed by all those who experienced their skills in
welcoming and guiding visitors. We hope they’ll be able to return (perhaps 2022?) but, for now,
David and Marion, it’s been a pleasure working with you and we wish you both the best possible
health.
Looking forward to the next edition of the newsletter, November 2021, we’re going to resume
the Knowing Me, Knowing You series that got as far as two episodes back in 2016-17, featuring (a
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somewhat younger) Jamie Brooker and Dave Trewern. I’m planning to invite two of our
volunteers to say a little something about who they are, and what attracts them to Romsey
Signal Box etc, for the third episode of Knowing Me, Knowing You in November’s newsletter.
Basically, we don’t want the same old folks to write the newsletter each time – otherwise we
almost end up ‘talking to ourselves’ – which isn’t its purpose! Instead, we very much want to
encourage articles or features from other members. If you have a potential article or feature
you’d like to contribute, I’d like to hear from you via info@romseysignalbox.org.uk. It doesn’t
matter if you’re unsure about your writing skills – I’m happy to assist if you need some support –
and we’re especially keen to hear from younger members, as we know you’ve got loads of
enthusiasm for the signal box.
Very best wishes to everyone and I hope you enjoy this edition.
Peter Chatfield, Newsletter Editor

David Canning on duty – see article on page 10.

Events and Open Days
Dick Hewett, President, writes:
We reopened to the public in June after the third stage of “Boris’s Road Map”, with a
requirement for all adults to wear facemasks, and a limit of numbers in the signal box to ensure
social distancing – essentially on the same basis as in autumn 2020.
We recommended pre-booking so it would be possible to offer specific time slots in the box
itself. Despite this, on the very first day (6 June) we had 11 pre-booked visitors and 24 unbooked! Fortunately, we were able to accommodate them all comfortably. In the absence of
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either David Canning or Graeme Skeet, Byron Horne assumed the main responsibility as guide
upstairs through all our Open Days, and he soon became adept at the routine of giving a 25minute presentation, cleaning, and waving his green flag out of the window to signify the next
visitors could climb the stairs! He will be missed when he heads off to university next month.
We had concerns about the stairs (more about them elsewhere!), but managed to make some
temporary repairs to enable access to continue. On that basis we opened twice in June, four
times in July through the Romsey Festival, and once at the beginning of August, before the stairs
were finally condemned. The Covid policies we had put in place remained in force until after
19th July, when we relaxed them such that we could accommodate more people in the signal box
at any one time.
Our visitor numbers have been encouraging, focused on local people who are very appreciative
of the opportunity to visit somewhere after all the months of frustration. Our four days during
the Romsey Festival saw healthy numbers of visitors, with the extreme attendance being on
Sunday 11th July, when we opened in association with the Festival Gardens Tour known as La
Ronde. Free entrance was offered to all those with La Ronde tickets. We had only 17 paying
visitors – but 160 with La Ronde tickets, a total of 177! This broke our previous record of 168 in
one day, set during La Ronde in 2017. To say it was hectic would be an understatement, but
fortunately only a small proportion of La Ronde visitors wished to climb the stairs into the box.
Dave ran out of cake by lunchtime, and we were all totally exhausted by the end. A great day
indeed!
We dropped the pre-booking requirement, and on Sunday 1st August had 36 visitors arrive in the
first 75 minutes, resulting in queues to get upstairs into the box. Our next Open day on Saturday
21st August saw a steadier stream of visitors – 44 in total – using the brand-new stairs. So, our
Open Days continue to be popular, with an increasing number of visitors from further afield,
some holidaying in Hampshire for the first time. Our entries on Tripadvisor and the tourist
websites are critical in spreading the word – as well as our own website.
We have also just had our first Group visit for two years, with 21 members of the Romsey U3A
Industrial Heritage Group enjoying a cream tea and a chance to look round on Monday 23 rd
August. This was the group’s first chance to meet together in person since the pandemic
started, and we hope that other groups will likewise come to the site in the future. Please do
spread the word.
Finally, I need to say a huge thanks to the members who have been so supportive in staffing
Open Days – young and old. I have tried to ensure everyone has a valuable role to play, as well
as giving opportunities for training in new skills – be it working on the gate, operating Cowley
Bridge or learning how to entertain visitors in Romsey box. We have several new members who
are learning quickly and becoming highly valuable members of the team. So, if you’ve helped on
any Open Day – THANK YOU!
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Here's a blast from the past: new stairs - December 2006

Update and News from the Chairman
Jamie Brooker writes:
Despite lockdown, the year seem to be flying by, I cannot believe it’s summer already.
The big addition to the site is the arrival of the new signal box stairs. However, we’ve also been
very fortunate in acquiring a range of signalling artefacts and equipment which we plan to
display on site. This includes a set of Train Protection Warning System (TPWS) grids, Automatic
Warning System (AWS) magnets, colour light shunting signals, 930 series signalling relays/bases,
a location case, signalling cabling and to crown it all off a Facing Point Lock (FPL). It has long
been an ambition to have an operational FPL attached to our points, and this haul has finally
allowed us to have this demonstration piece. All of this equipment will go towards making the
site a more interesting and educational place for the visiting public.
We’d especially like to thank our friends at the Swindon Panel Society who made us aware of the
available equipment. Both organisations were able to benefit from this offer and it was a team
effort to extract and transport the donated equipment. If you don’t know what half of that stuff
is, then it’s time for you to visit the signal box and find out more! Alternatively, Swindon Panel is
open most weekends through the summer and can be visited at Didcot Railway Centre.
In a bid to keep the signal box looking pristine and to get some of the aforementioned
equipment installed, we are currently planning to run some DIY-days at Romsey signal box. A lot
of maintenance work goes on during the week, but lots of us who have a working schedule are
only available at weekends. We hope these days will give everyone the chance to get involved at
the signal box and possibly expand your knowledge of how things work. We’ll be in touch
shortly with more details, but you can be sure we’ll be able to find a task that suits you! Feel
free to get in touch with me if this interests you, but for now I’ll leave you to enjoy the rest of
the newsletter.
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Buffer Stop Café Report
Dave Trewern writes:
I would like to start by hoping that everyone is well and has managed to, at least largely, avoid
the dreaded Covid thing.
The Buffer Stop Cafe has had very limited opening until recently, which means I have had a rest
from all the baking.
We are now opening to our normal schedule but prior to this I had to carry out another deep
clean. This meant all the cutlery, crockery, glasses etc. etc. had to be washed. All the shelves,
cupboards, fridge and microwave oven were emptied and then cleaned and sanitised. The sink
area was also thoroughly cleaned. Even the windows got the cleaning treatment – if it didn't
move it was cleaned! The cafe itself also had a good clean from top to bottom. Boy! Am I glad
it's only a small cafe?
The next thing to do was think about all the stock, a great deal of which was now out of date, or
at least out of its “use by” date and so I wouldn't sell it. A quite substantial shopping list was
written out and the shelves re-stocked.

I had to get my baking skills going again and work out what to bake for each open day. My four
popular sponges are Fresh Cream Victoria, Chocolate, Coffee, and Coffee and Walnut. Sausage
rolls and pasties also go down well. Why am I suddenly feeling hungry?
Trying to guess how much you will sell on each open day is certainly not easy. Sometimes I will
sell out of cakes easily, other times not much is sold. You just can't tell! We were open on the 3rd
and 4th of July and during those two days sold 31 slices of cake, leaving only one slice for the
volunteers to fight over.
Trying to keep the personal distancing thing going, the kiosk window and Perspex screens I made
and installed have proved very useful.
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Dare I say that we seem to be building a good reputation in The Buffer Stop. I get some very
favourable comments about the home-made produce, and indeed have people come in just for
the cake and a drink, without visiting the signal box. This is very rewarding for me as the baker,
but I don't quite understand what's so special about them. I don't make a big song and dance
about baking them, just throw the ingredients in and get on with it – well, not quite, but I don't
fuss too much over them.
It's lovely to be fully open again, even if we are keeping the screens up and being extra cautious
for now. If you are in the area do pop in for a tea and a chat, or even a snack or two.

The Signal Box has a New Staircase!
Adrian Birtles writes:
The old staircase up to the operating floor of our signal box has been demolished, and a brandnew staircase has been erected. The demolition of the staircase was done in house on 8th
August, mostly by James Laffeaty. Removal and replacement of the concrete plinth at its base
were carried out by Core Principle Carpentry in the persons of Lee Joslin and Martin Brown on
9th and 10th August. Installation of the new staircase by a team from its manufacturers, Haroys
Joinery of Poole, was carried out on 17th August. Design of the works and supervision of the
contracts was carried out by member James Laffeaty, who is a professional surveyor.
We first discovered that we had a problem with the old staircase early in June 2019, when a
tread started to give way beneath one of our members. A thorough examination revealed that,
beneath the pristine paintwork, water had been seeping into the timber structure, resulting in
severe rot in several places and a serious weakening of the structure. It was quickly decided that
the only practicable long-term solution would be to replace the entire staircase, and a project
was put in hand to do that, led by James Laffeaty. In the meantime, extensive repairs and
strengthening were carried out in house to keep the stairs in a safely useable state until the new
ones were installed. Inevitably, the coming of Covid delayed the replacement project, but it is
now complete bar final touches.
So, what went wrong? No timber structure exposed to the weather will last forever but,
unfortunately, the detailed design of the old staircase provided many places where rainwater
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could lie and gain access through joints, exacerbated by the use of ordinary softwood timber,
which is not very resistant to wet-induced rot. Added to that, the screws and other fastenings
used were mild steel, and also prone to corrosion in damp conditions. The new staircase has
been designed to minimise routes for rainwater access, and timber species and metal
components with good rot and corrosion resistance have been used.
The opportunity has also been taken to make the appearance of the new staircase more like that
of the prototype when it stood on top of the embankment at Romsey Junction. The old concrete
steps and plinth, and the awkward right-angled turn at the bottom, have been eliminated, and
the new stairs are straight from top-to-bottom. The prototype had handrails consisting of only a
top rail, with nothing between that and the treads to prevent a person sliding off sideways; our
old staircase remedied this by having two hefty planks filling the gap, but this changed the
appearance of the staircase considerably. The new staircase provides this essential safety
feature by using four stainless-steel rods, which have a much-reduced visual impact while
providing all the necessary protection.
So, a good and essential job done, much to the relief of the RSB maintenance team!

The old staircase:

There it was.

Going .........

Down and out.

Gone completely.
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The plinth:

Drilling

Going

Filling up

Ready for new staircase

The new staircase:

All together

Back in business….

Dave Trewern photographed and filmed the whole process for posterity. This is the direct link to
the video on You Tube... https://youtu.be/K09LA6hBJxc
You can of course just go on You Tube and search for Romsey Signal Box Stairs Replacement.
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Two stalwarts taking a well-deserved break from
Romsey…
Dick Hewett writes:
Regular volunteers at our Open Days will be aware that David and Marion Canning have not
been gracing us with their presence since the pandemic struck. They have definitely been
missed.
David had a long career as a signalman on the Berks & Hants line between Reading and
Newbury. He has also been a railway photographer for many years, with numerous credits in
railway publications. I understand he first became aware of the Romsey Signal Box Project when
he saw the original Cowley Bridge Junction miniature signal box at an exhibition in 1991. He
soon joined the team operating Cowley Bridge at various model railway exhibitions, with Marion
almost always in attendance alongside him. That was where we first met.
From 1992, David was an enthusiastic member of the team when marathon operating sessions
were held in Romsey box, including one over the re-opening weekend itself that October. By his
own admission, he was initially less comfortable on Open Days where he found the distraction of
members of the public being in the box was a challenge to his complete professionalism.
However, he soon realised that the absolute perfection which was needed in his job on the Berks
& Hants was not so critical in a box where real trains weren’t involved, and soon became much
more confident in the role of guide. With his gentle and welcoming approach, David has been a
definite hit with visitors of all ages. As someone with so much knowledge, it would have been
easy for him to overwhelm visitors with technical and operational details, but he developed a
style which kept things suitably simple, ensuring clear understanding wherever possible.
Meanwhile Marion developed her knowledge of Romsey box and its history, and enjoyed taking
visitors around the site, explaining its many facets outside the signal box. She also made very
good cakes which were enjoyed by the volunteers!
Over the past few years, they have focused their attendance at Romsey on Saturdays, preferring
to avoid the challenges of tackling the late Sunday afternoon traffic. Romsey became one of
their key interests as they slowly withdrew from professional and other activities. We have been
blessed to have them volunteering from us. It has therefore been sad both for them and for us
that Covid and their own health have combined to force them to withdraw from volunteering
since the end of 2019.
David and Marion have been an important and well-liked part of the Romsey team, and have
been much missed since then. They hope to return in 2022, and we sincerely hope that will
prove possible. In the meantime – we say “thanks” to both of them, and wish them all the best
for their health and the future.
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Clockwise from top left:
David - and Marion - on Romsey lever frame,
towards the start of their 30 years
volunteering with the signal box.
David on the phone (yes, a ‘real’ phone!) at
Cowley Bridge Junction ‘mark one’,
predecessor of our current Cowley Bridge Jn
‘mark two’.
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AGM
We held our Annual General Meeting by Zoom on Saturday 22nd May. 21 members signed in,
easily exceeding our quorum: thanks to all of you.
The minutes are still being finalised and will be included in the next Newsletter, due in
November. We apologise to anyone who was desperate to read them!

Open Days and Dates for your Diary 2021
Please see our website for up-to-date information: romseysignalbox.org.uk.
Our advertised programme of open days is as follows:

Planned Open Days
September

Sunday 5th; Saturday 18th & Sunday 19th (Heritage Open Days
weekend – free admission both days)

October

Sunday 3rd; Saturday 16th

November

Sunday 7th; Saturday 20th

December
2021

Sunday 5th

Contributions of articles and photographs for the next edition are welcome, please forward them
to the Newsletter Editor at: info@romseysignalbox.org.uk
(Please note that copyright may apply to some photographs if sourced via the internet.
If you submit photos taken by someone other than yourself, please kindly check with them if
they wish their name to be credited to the photo.)
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